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www.catalyzeratpenn.com

WHAT IS A MAKERTHON?
Most people have heard of a hackathon, but the Rothberg Catalyzer at Penn is a makerthon. Instead of the
classic hackathon focus on software development, a makerthon is where students compete to build innovative
hardware solutions for healthcare problems.
The makerthon portion of the Rothberg Catalyzer at Penn is an immersive two-day event to encourage
interdisciplinary student teams to develop a simple prototype. Groups come together to address an unmet
clinical need by prototyping a hardware solution. The competition provides feedback from professional
judges, extensive mentoring from designated mentors, and opportunities for participants to pitch their
ideas. At the end of the weekend, projects and pitches are presented to a panel of judges and awards are
presented.
The Rothberg Catalyzer at Penn is a student makerthon focused on tackling unmet needs in healthcare. The
Catalyzer kickstarts new projects and gets students involved in interdisciplinary innovation with the goal of
solving pressing healthcare challenges. Above all, it is a fun place to network with other students and great
mentors.
Penn Health-Tech is grateful for the generosity and vision of Jonathan Rothberg, PhD, whose generous gift
spurred the creation of the Rothberg Catalyzer at Penn.

NEW TO PROTOTYPING?
No prior prototyping experience is necessary to participate in the makerthon. Ultimately,
this is a learning opportunity for participants to experience fast-paced development and
prototyping. Prototyping may seem intimidating at first, but there are a few steps your team
can take to get started.
Identify Team Goals
As a group, identify what your collective goals are for the makerthon. What unmet need do you want to
tackle? Do you want to build your first piece of hardware? Do you want to improve the design for a previous
idea? These goals can become your guiding initiatives. After identifying them, create a plan of smaller steps
that can help you achieve them, such as attending Design Studios or reaching out to your team’s assigned
mentors.
Identifying each team member’s skills can also allow you to divvy up steps more efficiently. See where your
strengths lie and which team members can lead certain avenues of exploration. These project leaders can help
add structure to your pursuits.
Ask Questions
Prototyping can be a very complicated process. However, one of the best ways to learn more about the stages
is to ask questions. There are multiple avenues available for teams to reach out. The Rothberg Catalyzer Slack
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channel allows teams and individuals to contact with Penn Health-Tech and other Rothberg Catalyzer
students. Your mentors also welcome any questions. The Rothberg Catalyzer is designed to be a collaborative
learning process; asking questions will help develop your knowledge of the prototyping process from
individuals who can provide professional advice.
Utilize Provided Resources
There are a variety of opportunities hosted prior to the makerthon weekend for teams to become familiar
with the design and prototyping process in a more structured manner. Penn Health-Tech hosts Design Studios
on different aspects, with presentations by individuals in the field followed by group breakout sessions. The
Labs have Open Lab Hours and TAs that can be used for advice.
Engage Mentors
Penn Health-Tech matches students to a mentor committee, linking teams with clinical, business, and
technical subject matter expertise. Though we officially match your team, any team can utilize any of the
available mentors. The goal of mentor matching is for students to network both during the Rothberg
Catalyzer at Penn and beyond. As always, mentor matching is not a perfect science due to project pivoting
and mentor availability.

IDEATING NEW PROJECTS
Creating a successful project can be a complex task. Considering these aspects of your team’s
submission may help you develop your entry and increase your chances of success.
Driven by Unmet Clinical Need
Projects must have an identified clinical need they are working to solve. The prototype should be focused on
providing a novel or more efficient solution to the issue, but must also be realistic in terms of implementation.
Realistic Goals
After identifying an unmet need, teams must create a reasonable end goal, outline steps and a timeline to
achieve it. Creating a realistic goal for your prototype will help you develop an understanding of what is
feasible for the makerthon weekend and your group’s skill set. Realistic goals will help your team feel more
accomplished and productive.
Organized
Keeping your team’s project organized will alleviate unnecessary stress. Divide tasks up among team
members and make sure everyone understands their role. Sketching out a trajectory of development before
you begin will help you have an idea of what milestones you want to hit along the way. It will also give you a
better long-term picture of tasks that need to be completed. Teams that are aware of all administrative
deadlines as well, such as pre-ordering parts, will also be more prepared for the makerthon weekend itself.
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PARTICIPATION
Registration
• The Rothberg Catalyzer at Penn application goes live in late August. Teams must complete and
submit the entire application by the deadline posted on the website. Late and/or incomplete
applications will not be accepted.
• Registering for the makerthon is entirely free of charge and is open to current University of
Pennsylvania students. Each team must be comprised of at least two students, but we encourage
teams to have three to five members to help distribute the workload.
• If you want to participate but do not have a team, visit our Slack Channel to connect with others
looking for a team.
Eligibility
• Penn Health-Tech will review each completed application submitted by the application deadline. We
will contact teams that have been selected to participate via email. We encourage teams to have
interdisciplinary backgrounds.
• Penn Health-Tech has the right to grant or deny teams the right to participate. At their own
discretion, Penn Health-Tech may disqualify teams that violate any copyright, intellectual property,
or trade secret laws. Any inappropriate or offensive submissions will also be denied.
• Penn Health-Tech reserves the right to add additional teams if the originally accepted teams are
disqualified or choose not to participate.
• All teams are to uphold the highest level of professional conduct. Any teams engaging in disrespectful
behavior will be disqualified at the discretion of Penn Health-Tech.

MAKERTHON RULES
1. All students participating in the Rothberg Catalyzer must check-in at the registration table on the day
of the event.
2. Though teams are allowed to move about the different labs, teamwork spaces, or leave the venue, all
teams must send at least one representative to all required events/sessions.
3. Teams are allowed to reach out to mentors and advisors for support in developing their projects.
4. Teams can submit pre-existing projects, with some caveats. On your team’s application, you must
disclose that you have already been working on the project, as well as the context under which it was
initially created. You must specify how much work has already been done on the prototype and
provide pictures of the item for comparison. To participate in the makerthon, your team must add
something new to your prototype, improve upon it in some identifiable way, or develop a new
iteration.
5. Each team will be given the same budget for purchasing materials and supplies. Teams will be allowed
to buy materials and supplies only using the provided order form. Purchasing outside materials and
supplies may not be reimbursed.
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6. Teams must stop working once time is up. Any major alterations to your prototype after time has
expired is not allowed.
7. Any project that violates the standards of conduct may be disqualified at Penn Health-Tech's
discretion.

AUTHENTICITY
Authenticity
By submitting a project, teams indicate they are the sole creators and owners of the submission. Submissions
must be original work. Submissions must not include any content that is copyrighted or protected by trade
secrets or intellectual property rights, unless they have permission.

PITCH & DEMO SESSION
The Makerthon culminates in a Pitching Session where teams will showcase their projects to
judges and other participants. Don’t stress too much – The Rothberg Catalyzer Makerthon is
about the experience and ultimately learning from it.
Showcase Your Prototype
During the pitch, teams are expected to demonstrate the prototype they have developed. Show how it works
and identify how it addresses your target unmet clinical need. Make sure to explain the prototype’s process
and uniqueness in a clear way the judges and audience can understand. Even if you didn’t finish your prototype
or it isn’t exactly what you envisioned, you are encouraged to show it to highlight your progress and concept.
Given the short timeframe, prototypes are not expected to fully functional or ready for market.
Focus On How You Pitch
Part of the judging rubric includes how well your team pitches. Not only is it important to create great
hardware, teams must learn how to effectively explain their concepts to individuals outside of their group.
Here are some tips to help with your pitch session:
• Practice, practice, practice! Doing practice runs of your pitch as a team will make you more
comfortable with the content and presentation. It also gives you a chance to provide constructive
feedback to your group members and make sure all of your pieces align.
• Create a storyline for your pitch. Talk about the ideation of your prototype, how you built it, and
maybe even some struggles you overcame over the course of the makerthon. A story will make your
pitch more engaging and highlight the process of developing your prototype.
• Focus on your body language. Even if you aren’t talking, make sure you seem interested in your
presentation. When speaking, use confident body language to look engaged.
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•

Prepare for any anticipated questions the judges may have. This will help your team prepare for the
actual pitch, and can help you make your overall presentation more holistic as you find gaps in
information.
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JUDGING CRITERIA
Judges are subject matter experts who will use a standardized, comprehensive rubric to
evaluate all participating team’s projects*.
Characterization of Unmet Need
• Does your project demonstrate a strong understanding of the unmet need?
• Does your team present your findings in a convincing manner?
Solution Concept
• Does the solution address the problem in an innovative way?
• Is there consideration for how the technology will change the current standard of care?
Pitch Effectiveness
• Is the on-stage presentation thorough and logical? Is the presentation concise? Does the presentation
have a clear storyline?
• Does the team adequately field judges' questions during Q&A?
Prototype Effectiveness
• Does the prototype successfully showcase the three dimensions of the problem (functional, social,
emotional)?
• How creative is the prototype?
Sportsmanship
• Does the team conduct themselves in professional matter?
• How effectively did the team utilize mentors?
• Did the team attend the Design Studios prior to the makerthon?
• Did the team create a video and/or participate on social media?
*Sportsmanship will be judged by the Planning Committee due to its long-term timeframe.

Overall Impression
• Is the team’s submission successful and well thought out?
• Is the dedication of team evident?
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AWARDS
Prizes
Winning teams will be awarded to following prizes by the panel of judges:
Grand Prize: $10,000 total to be shared equally amongst team members
Second Place: $3,000 total to be shared equally amongst team members
Third Place: $1,000 total to be shared equally amongst team members
Prizes are designated to the team and non-transferable. Teams that accept a prize are independently
responsible for any applicable taxes associated with the prize.
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
What is the goal of the Rothberg Catalyzer?
The goal is for teams to create a prototype during the two-day event. Solutions must be hardware based, but
can still include software as part of the solution. Software-only solutions will be excluded.
When is the application deadline?
Applications are due September 20, 2019. Late applications will not be accepted.
Who is Jonathan Rothberg?
Jonathan Rothberg is the Founder & Chief Strategy Officer of 4Catalyzer and the inventor of High-Speed
DNA Sequencing. Dr. Jonathan Rothberg is best known for inventing high-speed, “Next-Gen” DNA
sequencing. He founded 454 Life Sciences, bringing to market the first new method for sequencing genomes
since Sanger and Gilbert won the Nobel Prize in 1980. Dr. Rothberg sequenced the first individual human
genome (The Watson Genome, Nature), and initiated the Neanderthal Genome Project with Svante
Paabo. See full bio: https://medicine.yale.edu/genetics/people/jonathan_rothberg.profile
I want to participate, but I do not have a team. Is there any way I can join one?
Visit our Slack channel to connect with others who are interested in joining a team.
How many people should be on a team?
A team of 3-5 people is ideal, but not required. Diversity and interdisciplinary backgrounds within a team
leads to a broader bank of ideas than teams comprised of a sole discipline.
Can I participate in the Catalyzer if I am a student from another University or College?
Unfortunately, no. The Rothberg Catalyzer at Penn is limited to Penn Students.
What are the prizes for the winning teams?
There is a Grand Prize of $10,000 for the first-place team. The second-place team will receive $3,000. The
third-place team will receive $1,000.
How will teams be scored?
Teams will be judged by a panel of clinical and engineering experts.
What if I know nothing about prototyping or software?
It is okay if you don't know anything about health or engineering. Learning is a huge part of the experience.
We have Design Studios and mentors to answer questions and help out teams. Come with an open mind;
you'll learn and have fun.
What are Design Studios?
Leading up to the makerthon we will host three Design Studios intended to help teams envision and iterate
their prototype. Teams who participate in the Design Studios will receive bonus points towards their final
competition score.
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Can we still apply for the makerthon if our team is unable to attend the Design Studios?
Yes. We recommend having at least one team member attend the Design Studios as it is on the judging
rubric for the makerthon, but they are not explicitly mandatory.
Can our team's prototype for the makerthon be software-based?
A solely software-based submission will not qualify. Every team submission must have a hardware
component. Software can be a part of any team’s submission, but a physical prototype must be present.
How do we buy materials for prototype development?
Teams will be given a budget for materials. To purchase items, teams will use a provided order form.
Reimbursement is strongly discouraged, but permission may be granted on a case by case basis.
Can our team's submission be a project we have already been working on?
Yes. BUT you must disclose that you have previously worked on the project and in what context (e.g.
senior design process). You must submit pictures of your existing prototype. For the makerthon, you must
add something new to your project (e.g. a new iteration of the prototype).
Where can we work on our prototype?
Leading up to the makerthon, we will partner with Penn Engineering to host “makerspace” to support each
team’s designing and prototyping efforts.
Are we allowed to work on our team's prototype in the weeks leading up to
the makerthon weekend?
Yes. It is up to your team to decide when, and how much, you work on your prototype before the
makerthon weekend.
How do I document my team's work to show to the judges and mentors?
We recommend that teams take pictures/videos that showcase building a concept and drafting a prototype.
There will be poster and pitch sessions to show off your work
What if I have more questions?
All additional questions may be directed to htec@seas.upenn.edu or the Rothberg Catalyzer Slack
Channel.

University of Pennsylvania
1010 Vagelos Research Laboratories
3340 Smith Walk
Philadelphia, PA 19104
healthtech.upenn.edu
(215) 573-3174
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